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We are doing quite a few blocks for this clue as well…. But they are so easy, we can whip 
them out in just a couple hours! Two of the blocks are similar, with the third block SUPER 
easy! Let’s just jump right in and have some fun!

Block A: we need six
LIGHT BACKGROUND 10” blocks 12” blocks

2-7/8” WOF strips 3

3-3/8” WOF strips 3

DARK BACKGROUND 10” blocks 12” blocks

10-7/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 10-7/8” squares 3

Cut squares on ONE diagonal for 
triangles 6

7-1/2” WOF strips Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 7-1/2” squares 3

Cut squares on ONE diagonal for 
triangles 6

12-7/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 12-7/8” squares 3

Cut squares on ONE diagonal for 
triangles 6

8-7/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 8-7/8” squares 3

Cut squares on ONE diagonal for 
triangles 6
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Ok, these are quick and easy, different than we normally 
do. I normally cut triangles and stitch them together into a 
diagonal line, but this time, I decided to use a strip in there 
to save time and maybe fabric!! So grab those LIGHT 
WOF strips and the larger DARK triangles. We will stitch 
the long diagonal side to the strip. You should get two 
triangles on each strip. Then take these to the cutting table 
(before pressing) and use the shape of the triangle to cut 
the LIGHT strip.

You will need to trim off both sides. Then press this toward 
the darker fabric.

Back to the sewing machine with the second smaller triangles. I 
finger pressed the two units in the centre so I could mate these 
perfectly. After stitching the smaller triangle to the opposite side 
of the larger triangle, you will now have a gorgeous easy block 
that measures 10-1/2” or 12-1/2”

I feel these are easier and I may end up using 
these all the time for this type of block as it is 
so QUICK!!

Moving right along….
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Block B: similar in colour and style and we need four…
LIGHT BACKGROUND 10” blocks 12” blocks

4-5/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 4-5/8” squares 2

4-1/4” WOF strips Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-1/4” squares 10

5-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 2

4-7/8” WOF strips Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-7/8” squares 10

DARK BACKGROUND 10” blocks 12” blocks

4-5/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 4-5/8” squares 2

4-1/4” WOF strips Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-1/4” squares 10

3-7/8” WOF strips 1-2

Sub-cut to 3-7/8” squares 12

5-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 2

4-7/8” WOF strips Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-7/8” squares 10

DARK BACKGROUND
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Let’s grab the largest squares in both colours. We will assemble some QST with these. Those 
middle size squares will become HSTs. We need eight (8) of those ten squares to do our 
HSTs. Please take the two leftover middle sized squares and cut them on ONE diagonal.

With all these squares, we need to draw one diagonal line on the 
wrong side of our lightest fabric and stitch 1/4” to the left and right of 
the line. For the larger squares, we will cut these on BOTH 
diagonals, as shown at the right.

For the smaller of these, we will cut on the line. We need to press all 
these toward the darker fabric. The HSTs will be trimmed to 3-7/8” 
or 4-1/2” now.

For the QST, we need to add that triangle we cut in the first 
paragraph above to make our squares

These, once complete should be squared to 3-7/8” or 4-1/2” 
as well. We now have everything we need to create our 
“arrow” blocks (or the four corners of our ‘frame”). It doesn’t 
matter which you mate with the QST, as we can rotate as 
needed.

Deconstructed: Complete:

These should measure 10-1/2” or 12-1/2” and be 
pressed in the most flat way you can find. There 
is a bit of bulk at those QST corners.

4-1/2” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 4-1/2” squares 12

10” blocks 12” blocksDARK BACKGROUND
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Block C: we need 10 of these!

We need to start with the small squares and add rectangles…

From here, we will add a large square to each of these 20 
units. These 20 units should measure 5-1/2” or 6-1/2” now. 

DARK BACKGROUND 10” blocks 12” blocks

5-1/2” WOF strips Scraps + up to 3

Sub-cut to 5-1/2” squares 20

3” WOF strips 5

Sub-cut to 3” squares 20

AND 3” x 5-1/2” units 20

6-1/2” WOF strips Scraps + up to 3

Sub-cut to 6-1/2” squares 20

3-1/2” WOF strips 5

Sub-cut to 3-1/2” squares 20

AND 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” units 20

FOCUS 10” blocks 12” blocks

3” WOF strips Scraps…

Sub-cut to 3” squares 20

3-1/2” WOF strips Scraps…

Sub-cut to 3-1/2” squares 20
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Adding those squares will make a unit that 
measures 5-1/2” x 10-1/2” or 6-1/2” x 
12-1/2”. You should have twenty (20) of 
these.

Now let’s stitch these together!

Please make sure your FOCUS small squares are in 
the same position as mine.

Complete, these ten (10) blocks should 
measure 10-1/2” or 12-1/2”. I pressed 
these with a pinwheel centre like we did in 
clue 1 with the 4-patch units, this helps 
reduce bulk and make it easier to quilt.  

And just like that, we are finished with this 
clue, WELL DONE!!!! 
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